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THE MOVING-COIL GALVANOMET'ER AND THE APPLICATION 

OF A DAMP'ED COIL TO THE lfEASUR'EM'ENT 

OF V..AGN''ETIC FI"EL!)S. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past twenty years much war 

done both on the theory and on 

tion of the moving-coil galvano~eter. 

natural result of the fact t'ha~i; the moving-coil g Ivan-

ometer, on account of its almost absolute independence 

of external or stray magnetic fields, is fast replacing 

the moving magnet type. 

One of the earliest papers relating ir part to 

the D•Arsonval galvanometer appeared in 1890, its auth

ors being Ayrton, Mather and Sumpner1 ; another paper 

by Ayrton e . .nd Mather2 was published in 1898. Both the 

1Phil •. '!ag. 30 (5), 1890, P· 73. 
2phil. Wag. ~6 (5), 1898, P• 351. 

• '"°)""' -,..., (' 
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papers referred to deal chiefly with the se~sitivities 

of the various types of moving-coil ~alvanometers which 

then existed; the second paper also ta1<:es ·;.p ~crre of 

the equations of motion of the coil. Diessell:orst 1 

traces out a few of the results drawn from the solution 

of the general differential equatior1, and mentions the 

desira.bility of the condition of critical damping of 

the coil. O. M. Stevvart 2 takes up the just aperiod:!.c 

case ir detail, and shows that whatever rray be the 

coefficient of damping ir: a ballistic galvanometer, the 

throw· remains pror,iortional to the quantity of electricity 

discharged through the coil. The critically damped 

moving-coil galvanometer is discussed in detail by 

Jaeger3; sensitivities both for deflection and ballistic 

work are n'entioned and forr..ulas for calculatio:ri o~ 

cor:.stants p-iven. 'hitelt a~d Diesselhorst5 give equations 

lAnn. d. Phys. 9, 1902, p. 4-58. 
2Phys. Rev. 16, 1903, p. 158. 
3zschr. f. InstrumerJ.ten w:de, 23, 1903, pp. 261 

and 353; Ann. d. Phys. 21, 1906, p. 64-. 
4'.Phys. Rev. 19, 1904-, p. 305; Phys. Rev. 23, 

1906, p . .382. 
5zschr. f. Instrurnentenkunde, 31, 1911, p. 24-7. 
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for the design of galvanometers. A comprehensive work 

on the practical applications of the instrument appears 

in two papers by A. Zelenyl. In the first paper direc

tions are G:iven as to precautiors which should be ob

served in using the ballistic :rrioYing-coil galvanometer 

as an instrvmer.t of precisicn. The second paper deals 

with several of the eccentricities of the instrument, 

11 zero sh'ft 0 and "deflection hyc-teresis." 

Notwithstar.ding the progress which has been 

made toward a fuller U..YJderstandin.Q'. of the moving-coil 

Falvanometer by virtue of the work which has been 

directed toward a solution of the problems which arise 

in connection with it, some problems stjll remai:n to 

be solved. 

A careful search in ~any periodicals and texts 

indicates that up to the present time there has never 

appeared under a single headir.g a con',prehersi'\re discus

sion of the various types of motion which a galvano~eter 

coil may have, nor a coreplete review of the theory of 

1Phys. Rev. 23, 1906, p. 39°; 32, 1911, p. 297, 
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the motions. These types~simple hannonic, damped peri

odic and aperiodic-have been repeatedly treated both 

in the theory of and the application to other physical 

problems, and individually in the case of {Zalvanometers. 

It is aimed in this paper to give a complete 

review of the various types of motion which the galvan

ometer coil may have, basing the discussion in each 

case upor. the equation of the motion and its interpre~

ation when applied to the galvanometer. This will lead 

up to a ~ethod of neasuring magnetic fields by observa

tions upon the motion of a damped coil in a magnetic 

field. Finally, a few of the peculiarities in the be

havior of the moving coil and their causes will be 

mentioned. 
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A) R'F.]VITIW OF TID~ rrALVANO?vfF.T"ER THEORY. 

Case I. Simple Harmonic Motion. 

Simple harmonic, or undamped periodic motion is 

never realized in a galvanometer, since it requires 

perfect elasticity in the suspension fibers, and no 

resistance of any kind to oppose the motion of the coil. 

The conditions may be approximated if the coil is sus

pended in a vacuum in zero magnetic field. 

The case is of interest because from it compar-

isons may be drawn with the other types of motion. 

where 

The differential equation of the motion is 

d 2 e ~ I0~ = - q e, ... . . ( 1) 

! 0 is the moment of inertia of the coil, and 

q~ is the torsional mo ment per unit angle of 
the fiber. 

The motion which is represented by the equation 

is such that the acceleration is always toward the center, 

or position of rest, and that at any instant,t, the ac-

celeratio r. toward the position of rest is pro portional 

~-



to the angle of displacewent from thi~ position. The 

equation is solved by multinlyin~ both sides of the 

equation by 2~~ and integratin~. The solution is 

t =rJI~ (arc sin .9.!Z.) + C2 , 
q c, 

or, in terms oft and the constants, 

&= 2(si~ (t - C2 )]. 
q 0 

To deteni.:ine the values of the constants of integration 

the followin~ initial conditions are assumed= that the 

coil is initially at rest, and that at a given instant 

t ~ O a quantity of electricity Q is discharged through 

the coil. It is thereby given an an ular velocity which 

.is proportional to the quarJ.t ·:cy of electricity dis

charged, say kQ radians per second, where k has the 

value (nlrH)/I 0 • In this expression R is the strength 

of the w.agnetic field, 1 the len th of the coil, r its 

width and n the nurrber of its turns. It is further 

assv~ed that the whole quantity Q is dischar~ed before 

the coil has moved appreciably. With these assumptions 

the initial conditions are 
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t ::: o, e == o, de/dt == kQ, . 

With these va lues the equation fore becomes 

~ ff e ::: kQ, ,, ~in t " -· 
a Io 

. . . . . . . . ( 2) 

The p-raph of this equation is shown in Fig. 1. 

It is the ordinary sine curve; each ar.iplitude is 

exactly the same in mapnitude e S the one preceding, and 

the motion continues indefinitely. The constants which 

were used in plotting this curve are: I 0 = 3.8~; 
q 2 ::: 1. 60; n = 384; 1 = 5: r == 2; H == '+00; Q, = 8 x 10-7. 

1. 
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If the damping coefficient is not zero, i.e., 

if the coil in its motion encounters resistance, then 

some of the energy which it possesses by virtue of 

the impulse whi ·::h set it swinging will be transformed 

into heo.t energy in overooning the resistance. In 

Case I, where no damping was present, no energy goes 

into heat: there is only a p~riodic transformation 

from kinetic to potential ene r y, and vice versa. 

, ith damping present, that ;art of t!J.e enerpy which 

has been transformed into heat can no lonp:er affect 

the motion of the coil; the sum of poten~ial and 

kinetic energy is continuously diminishing; each 

amplitude is smaller than the one preceding . Or, the 

resistance to motion may be so gre~t that the motion 

loses its periodic characteristic entirely. These 

cases have their analogies in the motion of a pendulum 

swinging, say, in air, in which case the motion remains 

periodic; then in some vi~cous medium like syrup, in 

which the motion becomes aperiodic. Eet een the 
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moderately damped periodic and the very strongly damped 

aperiodic mot ions there i 3 & 11 transi t ional u case . \Vb.en 

this condition obtains, the motion is said to be just 
e aperiodic, or critically damped. The diffe~nt types 

of motion mentioned will now be taken up in preater 

detail in connection with the equations which represent 

them. 

The differential equation for any kind of damned 

motion which a galvanometer coil may have when suspended 

in the usual way, isl 

d 2e de Iodta + 2fdt + qBe::: o ••....•• (3) 

In this equation I 0 , q 2 , e and t have the same meanings 

as in Case I, and 2f is the coefficient of damping2 • 

The assumption is made that the damping due to air 

friction and viscosity of the suspensions varies 

1This equation with other applications or from 
the matherr.atical standpoint alone has been much used 
as an illustration of a linear differential equation 
of the second order. See, for example, Kellar, Higher 
:Matherratics for Students of Chemistry and Physics, 4-04-. 

2As distinguished from the "damping factor 11 

which is used to correct the throws fro'I"" a ballj.stic 
galvanor,eter for damping. 
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directly as the angular velocity of the coil; that this 

is actually the rate of variation in the portion of 

damping which is due to eddy currents and induced 

currents will be shown in ancther sectio~ of this paper. 

The equation is solved by s·bstitutinq in it 

the inte,Q."rating factor e == gmt; frorr this substitution 

ree~lts the auxiliary equation 

I 0 m2 + 2fm + q 3 = O, 

the roots of which are 

- f + ~ fa - ~ and - ; - - / ~: - ~-a • 
Io \ Toa Io "'"O \j -'O -'O 

f 't ?, -~ 
Let Io= a> and /\ . "fl - I = {J • The general solution 

\J 0 0 

then is 

The three cases which have before been rr.entioned 

arise out of the general solution: 

Case II. 

Case III. 

Case IV. 

Damped neriodic motion; ~ is imaginary, 
I~q2 > f2. 

Critically damped motion; fJ = O, 
Ioq a ::: f 1!. 

Overdamped motion; {J is real, 
Ioq2 ( f2. 
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Case I I. Damped Periodic '.otion. 

If~ is imaginary, equation (~) becomes 

B = s-at(A cos bt + B sin bt), .... (5) 

in which 

To evaluate the constants, tho; eame initial conditions 

may be imposed as under Case I; i.e., 

t = o, e == o, dB/ dt = o. 
With these substitutions, eq. (5) rbecomes1 

e = s-atc;Q sin bt) .. • ( 6) 

This equation represents the angular position e of the 

coil in a moderately damped galvanometer at any instant 

t after the quantity of electricity Q, has been dis-

charged through it. The curve of the equation is given 

in Fig. 2. In plotting the cure, the same constants 

were assuwed as for the curve of Fig. 1, in addition 

to which the coefficient of damping was taken as 1.09. 

1 Putting f = 0 in this equation, it becomes 
identical with eq. (2), that of simple harmonic motion. 
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The initial conditions may be based on different 

assurriptions. Suppose the coil to be deflected by a 

steady current through an angle eo, in which position 

it is at rest. At a given instant, t = o, let the 

circuit be broken, The potential energy in the sus

pensions will start the coil vibrating. For this case 

t::: o, -e ==ea' de/dt == o. 
1th these conditions imposed, eq. (5) becomes 

-e = e;-at(e0 cos bt + ~e0 sin bt) . • . (7) 

This equation has been plotted in Fig. 3. For 

the constants the same values were used as ir1 Fig. 2, 

and in addition e 0 was taken as 0.366, the maximum dis

placem.er:t which the coil had in eq. (6). The resulting 

cu~ve is exactly the same as that which resulted from 

eq. (6), except that the vertical axis has been dis

placed towsrd the right a distance equivalent to the 

time required by the coil to reach its first maximum 

in Fig. 2. 

The further di.ecussion of this case will be 

based upon eq. (6) since the motion expressed by 
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this equation is that of the ordinary ballistic gal-

vanorneter which is not damped to aperiodicity when, 

for example, a condenser is discharged through it. 

Furthermore, eq. (6) is simpler to deal with in the 

analysis that eq. (7), although the latter would lead 

to exactly the same conclusions. 

The Period of the lfotion. 

By the period of the motion is meant the time 

required for one complete swing. It may be obtained 

by finding twice the interval between two successive 

passages of the coil through the position of rest. 

To do this we put e = 0 in eq. (6) and solve for the 

successive correspondinp, values oft. The substitu-

tion gives 

s in b t == 0 , o r 

b t == 0 , 7T , 2'rr , 3rr , 4irr , •..•••.• , nrr , •..• 

It follows that 

t 1 == O; t2 = rr/b; t3 == 2'rr/b; 

and tn = (n -bl)'TT 

........ , 
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The period, T, is given by 

T - tr..+2 - tn == 2rr /b, or 

T = 2rr v Io • . . . . . . . . . . ( 8) 
qa _ f 2 

Io 

The corresponding equation for the period of 

the undamped motion given by eq. (2) - found by let

ting f = O in the above equation - is 

'T" = '"I 2TT I\ /-IL . . . 
y q2 

. . . . . • ( 9) 

The constants which were used in ~lotting Fi . • 2, 

wher. substituted in eq. (8) give T = 10.0 seconds as 

the period of the coil. Those of Fig. 1, when substit

uted in eq. (9) give T = 9.7~ seconds as the period of 

the same coil when there is no damping. Another rela-

tion between the periods will be discussed in the next 

section under Case II. 
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The Logaritr..m.ic Decrement. 

The relation between the amplitudes of two 

consecutive swings is 6n/6n+l, where Sn, 6n+l, ..... , 

are consecutive maximum elongations ~row the null 

point. The expressions for the maximum elongations 

are found by placir1p: d6/dt obtained from eq. (6) equal 

to zero and solving for tn, tn+l, ...•. ,the instants 

at which the angular velocity of the coil is zero. 

The value9 of t so found are subs ituted back in the 

original equation, and the ratio en/Bn+l formed. The 

value of the ratj o so found is numerically equal to 
a 

eb7'f. This is a constant, hence each amplitude bears 

a constant relation to the one :aBxt following. B.Y 

proportion 

en 
Bn+l = 

A = 

&.n + Bni·l ~1T 
....-------.---- - 8 b , or , en+1 + '0n+2 -

1 g en + en+ 1 _ a 1T ( ) 
0 8 - - • . . . . . 10 

6n+l + Bn+2 b 

Substituting for a and b their values, 

. . . . . ( 11) 
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The quantity A is called the logarithmic decrement of 

the vibrations. 

The experime:rtal rnethod of detemini:r~ the value 

of A is based on equation (10). If the first swing or 

amplitude is desigr:ated as 61, then.we may dE.rive from 

the equation the relation 

A~ 1 (log nat ~) .......... (12) 
n Bn+l 

Equations (8), (9) and (11) enable us to find 

a relation between the periods for damped and undamped 

vibrations in terms of the logarithmic decrement. 

T 1 ( 13) - ::: . . . . . . . . . 
T tJl f 2 

- q2Io 

Equation ( 11) may be solved for f2/qaio in terms of 

A and 1T , giving 

This value substituted in eq. (13) gives 
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\
I Aa 1) 

T:::T l+~. . . . . . . . . . ( 14-) 

Equation (14-) gives a means of finding the re-

lation between the periods of the same coil for two 

correspondin~ values of the logarithnie decrement. 

Suppose the eoil to be vibrating first with the period 

Tt and the logarithmic decrement A; again with the 

period T and the logarithmic decrement ~. These values 
0 

are substituted in (14-) and the ratio T1 /T 0 fonned. 

The equation results: 

. . . . . ( 15) 

This equation shows that in a given coil a comparative-

ly la.rge change is necessary in the logarithmic decre-

ment in order that the period may be appreciably af

fected; for ~ 2 and ~2 are small as compared with TI 2 • 

In sorne of the experiments in connection with this work 

A was found never to exceed the value 0.3. 

In the curves of Figs. 2 and .3, A= 0.708. 

1Bahrdt, Pbysikalische · essungsmethoden, p. 112. 
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Case III. Critically Damped otion. 

If the coefficient of dampin is increased suf-

ficier tly to make I 0 q a = fa, the roots of the auxiliary 

equation are repeated and the solution is 
-at e == s ( c, + c?, t) . . . . . 

To evalvate the constants of inte p:ration assume the 

same initial conditions as in the evaluation of the 

constants for eq iations ( 2) and ( 6), namely that 

t.:: O, ~ = O, de/dt.:: kQ . 

. ( 16) 

Equation (16) then becomes 

e == kQ.t s - ."l, t . . . ( 17) 

The equation shows that in this case the motion ceases 

to be periodic. The coil is said to be critically 

damped, since it returns to the zero in the shortest 

possible ti_ e without passi:1:1g beyoi1d. The practical 

details of the case -- ·which is an import ant one on 

accon.nt of the cot1venieri ce in the use of a galvanometer 

so damped -- are discussed nt lenQ'.t i1 by Jaeger1 an.d. 

O. ~ '.Stewart 2 . 

1Ar1n. d. Phys. 21, 1906, p . 6~ 
2phys. Rev. 16, 1903, p. 158 . 
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In the evaluation of the constants the initial 

conditions preceding eq. (7) May be i~posed upon eq. (16). 

That is, t = O, e = 6 0 , de/dt = O. Then 
-at e == e0 e: ( 1 +at ) . . . . . ( 18) 

In Fig. ~is shown the graph of eq. (17); in 

ig. 5 that of eq. (18). The constants used ~re the 

same as those of the forrner curves, except that the 

coefficient of damping was taken as 2.~78 instead of 

0.5~5, and that the quantity of electricity discharged 

through the coil was assurned twice as great. In addi-

tion, the e0 of Fig. 5 was taken as -0 .365, which is 

equal to the maximum displaceme· t of the coil in Fig. '+. 
is 

It will be noticer that the c1u"lre of Fi&". 5 identical 

with that of Fi . ~' except that the point corresponding 

tot::: O in Fig. 5 falls at t = 1.55 in Fig.~' i.e., 

at the in tant when the coil reaches its maximum dis-

placerne:c:t. A discussion of the comparative maximum 

displacements i~ the different cases, and the instants 

of reaching them, will be given after the next case, 

that of overda1";'ped mot ion, has been considered. 
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Case IV. Overdamped Motion. 

This case is relatively unimportant in practice, 

since the conditions underlying it make the galvanom-

eter practically useless for deflection work an 

difficult to use in ballistic work. In the theoret-

ical discussion it is of interest, however, especially 

in its coroparison with the other cases which have 

been ment ioned. 

To realize the overdamped case, the coefficient 

of damping has been su f iciently increased to make p 

real. The solution is given by eq. (~), i.e., 

~-at {Jt r;;--{3t ) e ::: ~ ( c , E + c 2 ,... ) • • • • • • • ( 4-

To evaluate the constants, assume the same conditions 

as in the preceding ca~es when a quantity of electricity 

was discharged through the coil. The conditions are 

t = o, e == o, de/ d t == kQ. 

"Equation ( 4-) becomes 

e == ~ 8 -at ( 8 ,8 t - 8 -,8 t) . . . . . . .. (19) 
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If the initial conditions are taken as rep

resen~ing a return toward the null position of the 

coil after a steady deflection, the conditions are 

stated, as before, 

de/ dt -= o. 
I 

Under these conditions eq. (4-) becomes 

-atfe0 ({1 + a) {Jt 2fJ -fJtl 
6::8 L: 2f3 € -{J+aE j 

Figs. 6 and 7 represent, respectively, eqs. 

(19) and (20). The constants have the same values 

as before, and f is assumed to be 5.76. The curves 

(20) 

show the 11 creeping" of the coil toward the null posi

tion after a throw or after a deflection. The damp-

ing may be so great that the time required by the coil 

to return to a small percenta~e of the maximum dis-

nlacemant may be some minutes. 
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Fig . 6. 
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The Maximum Displacement or Ballistic Throw of 

the Coil in the Four Cases 

In any of these cases the method of finding 

the throw "Vl'hich a given quantity of electricity will 

produce is to find an expressior for the instant, tm, 

at which the angular velocity of the coil, de/ dt, 

becomes zero. At this particular instant the angle 

of displacereent begins to diminish. The expression 

for tm is then substituted in the equation of motion 

for the particular case in question. This determines 

the corresponding maximum value, em, of the angle of 

displacement. The process applied.to the four cases 

which have been discussed gives the followtng results: 

Case I. 

tm= ~* 
em = kQ,rf!ji = KQ, 
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Case II. 

t - 1 arc tan .2. m - 'b a 

-~arc tan b 
= € b ay kQ 

...Jaa + ba . em 

Case III. 

tm ::: 1 Io -= a T 

&n == 
kQ,I0 _ KllQ, 
-~-€f 

Case IV. 

tm ::: ~Q lo g na t a + fJ 
4-' a - {3 

These equations show the followin~statements 

to hold for any one of these kinds of :motion, daMped 

or undamped: l)The time interval from the instant of 

discharge to the instant of reaching the angle of dis-

placement which represents the ballistic throw is in-

dependent of the quantity of electricity discharged. 
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2) The ballistic throw in any given case is directly 

proportional to the quantity of electricity discharged 
1 

through the coil. 

We may compare the throws obtained by the same 

quantity of electricity discharged through the same 

coil :.n oases I and II by forroil'i.~ the ratio of the 

eqi..iations i ven above. Then, remembering tilat in 

Case III the condition obtains: I 0 q 2 = f 2 , we have 

k"0o 
Bml ~ qi° 8~ 1 = 8 . 
Bm3 = ~ f4" 

k~~ 

. . . ( 21) 

This equation shows that when the galvanometer 

is undamped, the throw which a given quantity of 

electricity will produce is about 2.7 times as great 

as the throw which the same quantity will produce in 

the same galvanometer when critically damped. 

lThis stf~"tement as well as the relation between 
the throws which follows have been ive:n by O •• Stewart. 
See Phys. Rev. 16, 1903, p. 160. 
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B) APPLICATION OF A DAMPED COIL TO THE 

1'EASUR"EM"ENT OF MAG1TETIC FH~LDS 

Two methods are commonly used in the detennina

tion of field intensities. 

The first of these, the ballistic method, de

pends upor the fact that when lines of magnetic force 

are cut by a conductor wh::l.ch is part of a closed 

circuit, a quantity of electricity is induced in that 

circuit proportional to the number of lir.es cut. 

A test coil is connected in series with a ballistic 

galvanometer. If now the test coil, which was placed 

perpendicular to the direction of the lines of force, 

is suddenly withdrawn from the field, e ·j.'lrow is pro 

duceC. on the galvanometer. The throw may 1: '~ rec.,lCed 

to corresponding field intensi~y if the constant1 of 

the salvo.nometer is knovm, as well as the area and 

number of tirns of the test coil, and the total resist

ance of the ~alvanoMeter circuit. The co~stant may be 

lA. Zeleny, Phys. Rev. 23, 1906, p. ~08 et seq. 
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found either by means of a condens·er of known capacity 

charged to a known potential, or by means of a mutual 

inductance coil the coefficient of which is known or 

calculable. To produce the ~hrow, the test coil may 

be rotated suddenly through 180°, like an earth in-

ductor. In this case the lines are cut twice, so that 

the throw is twice as great as when the coil is with-

drawn fro~ the field. In any case, the construction 

of the test coil and the determination of its dimen-

sions, together with the determination of the constants 

of the other apJaratus used, is rather a laborious 

process. 

The other method , that of the bismuth spiral, 2 

is applicable only to very strong fields. ~t consists 

in the determination of the resistance of the spiral 

when placed in · a magnetic field. The correspo~ding 

field intensity may be obtained from the calibration 

curve which is furnished with the instrumert. By this 

method results are obtainable which may, in general, 

1starke Experirr·entelle "Elektrizit~tslehre, 
(2nd ed., 1910) p. 251. 
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be relied upon for a n accuracy of five percent. The 

bismuth spiral has · the djsadvantage of having to be 

used near the temperature at which the calibration 

curve was obtained, since the resistance temperature 

coefficient for bismuth is nearly as gre&/; as that 

for copper. The method h1s the advantage of being 

sirr1pler in application than the ballistic mefuod, since 

it requires only a Wheatstone •s bridi;i;e, together with 

the accessories. 

In this paper a method is to be presented which 

has certain advantages over the methods just outlined. 

It req~ires no senarate gal anometer, and no source 

of current or electromotive force as the other methods 

do. The apparatus necessary ~or r easurernents by this 
coil :r.lei·hod consists of a &ralvanometer f\.ot other suspended 

coil provided with a mirror, so that readings of the -

angular positi.Jns of the coil may be taken; a. resist-

ance of known value, or a vari~ble resistance which 

may be co:r ... nected in series 'li7ith the cojl, and a stop 

watch. The results are unappreciably influenced by 
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temperature changes, and no calibration curve is neces

sary to obtain them. Finally, the observed values need 

not be determined with great accuracy, since in the 

reduction they euter under the radical sign. The 

result has therefore twice the accuracy of the observ

ations. The application of the method "lhill be dis

cusse<l at greater length after the theory has been 

developed. 
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Theory of the rethod 

In addition to the natural damping of a coil 

swingin&i: in a magnetic field -- damping due to air 

friction, eddy currents and viscosity of the suspen

sions -- there may be artificial damping by means of 

light vru~es attachec to the ga lvar or eter coil, or 

by means of a short-circuited copper rectf..:1gle at

tached to the coil, or by means of a resistance to 

which the coil may be connected. The lazt method 

mentioned is the basis of the theory here to be ~iven. 

When a coil is connected with a resistance, the two 

fonnin&i; a closed circmit, dampir.g takes place on 

account of the fact that the system acts like a 

dynamo. Tbe swinging coil, cutting the lines of 

force of the field, is the source of an electromotive 

force wnich causes a curr~~t to flow in the circuit. 

The source u: tne energy producing the curr ent is 

the work which was origjnally done upon the coil to 
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set it in motion. If the motion of the coil is periodic 

a partial interchange of enerp;y -- kinetic to poten-

tial and vice versa -- takes place with each swing. 

Some of the enerey is claYlged to heat, and the c..mount 

of ener~y so chan~ed determines the amount of the 

damping, since the heat energy is derived from the 

elect.rical energy produced. b;:> the s Mings. Consequent-

ly, the sma1:_.3r the total res1istance in the circuit, 

the greater v;j 11 be the current ir,duced, and there-

fore the greater will be the amount of energy changed 

from t 11e kinetic form to that of heat. In other words, 

the smaller the resistance in the circuit, the greater 

will be the coefficjent of damping and' ith it the 

lo~arithrlic decre~ent. 

Jn addition to the notation already introduced 

in Section A of this pa. ier, the following designations 

will be used: 

I = current induced in he swin~ing coil circuit 
at any instant; 

T0 =period of the coil on open circuit; 

T, =period of the coil on closed circuit; 
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R, = total resistance in the circuit to which 
corresponds the period T,; 

R = total resistance in the circuit to make 
0 the coil just aperiodic; 

A.= logarithmic decrement on open circuit; 

A= logarithmic decrement on closed circuit. 

In these derivations the angle of displacement 

e will be assumed so small that cos e remains practical-

ly unity. 'l'his assur ptjor. is permissible since the 

angle ms.y becorre 6° before the difference between its 

cosine and unity exceeds 0.5%. 'ith the scale and 

telescope at a distance of 50 cm. this angle is equiv-

alent to a deflection of about 10 cm. The reason for 

making the assumption is ecause in the theory it is 

supposed that at any instant the coil cuts the lines 

of force perpendicularly. ifhen the coil swings about 

an iron core, as in the ordinary galvanometer, the 

ield is approximately radial for angles reater than 

6°; in this case the assumution is even more permissible. 
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At any instant t let the coil have the angular 

velocity d6/dt. The rate of cutting lines of force 

at tnis inster.t is 

N = nlrH ~~ per second. 

From the definition, N is numerically equal to the 

electromotive force induced in the coil, measured 

in electromagnetic c.g.s. units. By Ohm's law, the 

electromotive force produces in the circuit of which 

the rnovinp- coil is a J:art a currer,t ;vhj_ ch is gi V•3n 

by the equation 
nlrH· de 

dt 
I = 

The :moir ent of the force opposing the motion of the 

of the coil due to this induced current only is, 

at the instant t, equal to nlrHI; there ore the 

damping moment due to this induced current (lea ring 

out of consideration for the present all other causes 

of damping) is 

na12r2H2 * 
R, 
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In eq. ( 3), the ori~inal differential equation, the 

mo r'lent of the da:r:rp i ng force is the angular velocity 

of the coil multiplied by the constant 2f; in other 

words, the assumption was made that the damping mom-

ent is proportional to the angular velocity . The 

expression given at the bottom of the preceding page 
due 

shows that the fraction of the damping moment~to 

induced currents -- which includes that due to eddy 

currents is actually proportional to the angular 

velocity of the coil. The assumption o iginally made, 

therefore, need cover only that part of the damping 

wh ich results fro~ air friction and viscosity of the 

suspensions. ~e might, after these consideratiors, 

equate the coefficients of the term deldt in the 

original equation and in the expression f o the damp-

in,o; moment which was above given; tha is, we mii;;i;ht 

say : 2f = (nlrH) 2 /R,. provided there were no damping 

other t.han tha.t due to the induced current in the 

circuit. In the actual C'se, however, there are other 

factors which go to :rr:a'ce up the coefficient of dampinJ?;. 

I 
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Let m represent that part o: 2f which is not 

due to the induced. aurrent i i.e., which is due to 

eddy currents and the other causes entioned. This 

definitior of m shows that qua1:tity to be sire.ply the 

dampir1g coefficient when the coil swings on open 

circuit. ~e may therefore write: 

.. . . . . . . . . ( 22) 

A value may now be found for f_ ~ _2losed circv.it and 

a similar value for m/ 2, which is nothir. i;:; more thar 

f .££..~circuit. By eq. (11) 

!!J_rr2 +A.a) 
qaio = 7 . . . . . . .... ( 23) 

ar.d by E q • ( 8 ) 

TI :::: 2TT /\ I 2 I(f " . . . . . .... ( 24-) 
. \jq·I0 -f0 

Substituting (23) in (2~) and solving for f, 

f -= 2IoA. . . . • ( 25) 
T, 

3imilarJ.Y, when the coil is swinging on open circuit, 

!!l _ 2Io?". . . . . . ( :?6) 
:? - To 

"Equation ( 15) sho 'lS that exce t for large di:'f e:ren ces 
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. 
in A and i\. there is no appreciable difference between 

T 1 and T0 • Furthermore, it will be seen in the :.. in3.l 

equation that the pericd of the coil is one of the 

ooserved quantities which i:vill enter under the radical 

sig.'1, a;.1cl t:r ... eref ore its accuracy need be only hal!' as 

great RS the desired accuracy of the result. It is 

therefore permissible to replace~, in (25) by T0 • 

The alue of f given by (25) and the value of ~/2 

given by (26) may no!V be substituted in eq. (22), 

and the resulting expressio:r" solved for I1. The 

equation follows: 

H= 11 A /4-r~R, (r... - i\.) •..•••. (27) 
n r '\J 0 

~ach of the quantities in the above equation is ex-

pressed in the electromagnetic c.g.s. s~ste~ o! units; 

if, therefore, R1 be measur~ ir. oh~s, it must be ~ul

tiplied by the factor 109. Another reason fo~ haring 

replaced T, 'by T0 may now be mentioned: 0 is more 

easily found. experir:e!!tu.lly, since i is t.1e :r:er i od 
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of the coil on open circuit. For this reason more 

swin r;:s may be obtaired at a single observation thar~ 

when t~1~ cc i l is damped no re strongly. 

The apr,lication of the foni·ula is not difficult. 

T0 has already been rr.entiored; it is obtair1ed direct-

ly by rrieans of a s-1-;oi: watch. A and A. are found by 

eq. (12). The other quantities involved, which are 

cor.stant in all measurerGents, rray be cetermjned once 

for all: n is either given by the ~anufacturer of the 

coil, or determired when the coil is constructed; 

1 and r rray be converiier.tly measured by mear.s of a 

microscope micronieter; and I 0 is found by compar:ir,g 

the period of the coil with the period of a body of 

whjch the rr:onient of inertia is known, each in turn 

.being ~rns:pended by mear.s of the same fiber • . 
Sincia another equation is to ·be develo ed ·:hich 

is based upon critica l da..11pir.g, the n ethod above gi v-en 

will hereafter be referred to as "the periodic rrethod." 
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By a very similar Jrocess of reasoning it is 

possible to fin<i ariother exnression which ::nay "be 

applied in the determination of field strengths, 

rnakinp use of the criterion for critical damping, 

which may be stated 

2f = 2~0' 
the quarit j_t ies enterir.g ir.to the equation be inp; defined 

as bAfore. The coefficient of damping, ?f, a~air: 

consists of a) the part due to the change of the 

kinetic ener~Y of the coil to electrical energy; i.e., 

the part due to the ir:duced currer1 t; and b) the part 

0ue to eddy currents, viscosity of the fiber and air 

friction. ~either part of the darr.pin~ coeffjcient 

is dependent upon the periodicity or aperiodicity of 

the coil, but both are prorortional to the angular 

velocity of the coil, no matter what the character 

of the motion at any instant may be. The second part 

of the dampin~ coeff id ent may, as before, be represent-

ed by the quantity m. 
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~en the motion is just aperiodic, then, the 

equatior of damping may be expressed i n the form1 

::: 2~0 - m. . . .... ( 28) 

By eq. ( 26) 

rn. ::: 4-I0 .:\ __ , 
To 

and since q:>.I0 is constant for any coil, whether the 

coil is swinging or. open or on closed circuit, 

These values are substituted in eq. (28) and the result-

ing expression solved for H. The result is 

. ( 29) 

Since ,:\,:>. is very small as compared v-ri th 7T 2 , we may write 

lv. P. White, Phys. Rev. 23, 1996, p. 389. 
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'Equations ( 30) and ( 27) much resemble each o~he:r. 

The only difference in their application to field meas

urements is that in (30) a determination of R replaces 
0 

the readings required for obtaining the value of f\. in 

eq. {27). It is interesting to note that there is a 

correspondence between the quantities R, and A in (27) 

ar.d the quantities R and rr in (30). The significance 
0 

of thjs fact is that R0 is the limitin~ value of R, 

for which the coil beco~es just aperiodic; and that 

the lfr1i ting Vf:Llue o.f the logarithmic decrerr ent when 

the co:Ll is critically dar.peo. is, curiously, the constant 

TT. Jt is a little difficult, from a consideration of 

the defj_nit ion of the logarithmic decremer.t, to see 

the interpret.at ion. It is hoped that another method 

may be found to show concl"sively that the value o-f 

the logari tr..:n:ic decrement, as the coil aprroaches 

critical da:rrping, beco:rres more and n:ore nearly e~1lal 

to the constant TT • 

Ref erring ag.3..i:t: to eq. ( 30), since R0 is the 

resistance which will make the coil .iust aperiodic, 
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there is a minirium field strength in which this equa

tion may be applied. The limit s within which (27) 

may be used are very. wide . With the same coil we are 

able to measure fields of a few lines up to fields of 

thousands of lines. By changin~ R, we may make any 

number of independent determinations of the same field 

strength. Or, if the field intensity is great enough 

to make the coil aperiodic on closed circuit, equation 

(30) may be used to check (27), since the readings 

for both equations are obtainable with the se.rr.e set-

ting of the iristrurients. 

If no maf?net ic inrpurities1 were pres en .,.i thin 

the coil, T0 in either equa t ior: would rer: air, constf;;..r_t 

for all field strengths, which would sirpli y the 

application of the f orula. The variation in T0 with 

f iel0 irtensity will be discussed in another section 

of this iiaper . 

lstansfield, Phil. Mag. 4-6, (5), 1898, P· 67; 
Diesselhorst, Zschr. f'l!jr Instrun.ent enkurde 31, 1911 
p. 278; A. Zeleny, Phys. Rev. 3?, 1911, P· 297 · 
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There is a~o+~er advanta~e in the danped coil 

method over the "ballistic method of measuring marnetic 

fields. Tt i£. alwost irrpo!'5~ible, if not quite, to 

measure by the orlljstic method the field intensity 

of the ordinary movina-coil galvanometer having an 

iron core between jts poles. P.Y means of specially 

desi&med a.pparatus Zeleny and Hovda1 measured the total 

number of lines of force in such a field, but on ac

count of the distribution )f the lines no accurate 

value of ! for the re~ion occupied by the coil can 

be p.;i ven. On the other har.Ld, the damped coil ~ethod 

presents no difficulties to such a deterrrination. he 

manipulation is the same whether or not there is an 

iron core in the field. Ey this rr,ethod, then, aGcurate 

inforrration cor.:.carr in¥ the change produced 'by the intro

duction o::' a11 iror. core into a magnetic Pield may be 

obtained. 

lphy~. Re r, 28, 1909, p. 283. 
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. An 'F.quation for Finding the Resistance of a Damping 

Rectangle to Yake the Coil Just Aperiodic 

When the field strength of a galvanometer has 

been measured by or-e of the above methods, eq. (30) 

enables us to find the resistance and fro:rr it the size 

of the wire hicb. rust be used in an auxiliary damping 

rectanp,le in order that the galvanometer coil to which 

the rectan&?:le is attached may be critica.lly damped, or 

very nearly so. The equation is solved for R0 and n 

is placed eq:ml to u..YJ.ity, since there is a single turn 

of wire . This gives 

. . . . . . . . . . .( 31) 

Both period and moment of inertia are sli~htly altered 

by addin~ a mass eq al to tha+ of the recta.r. le and, 

of course, similarly distributed, to the coil. But 

r 0 varies as T2 , nearly, and the change in either 

quantity due to the increased mass is small; and finally, 

the size of the lire to be used in the rectan le depends, 
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to sorne extent, u-pon the standard wire sizes. Ordin-

arily, therefore, the diffe:rence may be ne@'lected and 

the resistance found by eq. (31) reduced to the corres-

ponding diameter of wire by reeans of the dimensions of 

the coil. It should be noted that the R0 obtained frorn 

this equatior is in electroma.p.netic c.g.s. units and 

should be reduced to ohr'ls or riicrohrns by the proper re

ductior; f a.ctor. 

A Da.rnpin,g iifethod for Finding the Resistance of the 

irovin" C'oil in a Galvanometer 

1 
A method has been given by A. Zeleny for finding 

the resistance of a galvanometer coil oy letting it 

swing from a known deflection and observing the dist

ances it moves beyond the null point when connected in 

series with first one and then another known resistance. 

Reduction of the values so obtained by means of a ~iven 

curve gives a ne pair of values which may be substituted 

lA. Zeleny, Phys. Rev. 23, 1906, p. 4-20. 
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in a ~iven equation and the resistance of the coil 

solved for. A modification of the sarre method, em

ploying a direct observation of the respective logar-

ithr.1ic decreMents for two 1G10Ym resistances in series 

with the co11, is based upon eq. (27). 

I.et Rc = resistar:ce of t re coil; 

R' = re s istance in series with the coil 
giving log. cec. fl.'; 

R" - resistance in series with the coil 
giving log. dee . A 11 • 

These vs.lues are substituted in eq. ( 27) and R0 found 

in terms of the known quar1tities. The formula is 

R II A II - R 1 \ I - ( R :: - R 1 ) ,\ • • • ( 32 ) 
Rc = --- \1 _ 

If Ru is taken equal to 2R' , ( ~2) becorres 

R I ( Zt\ 1f - t\ 1 - ,\ l_ ( ) 
R

0 
= .\ , _ t\ 11 • • • • • • • 3 2a 
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'Experi~ental Tests of Periodic and Aperiodic 

Darnped Coil ~ethods 

For the purpose of verifying equations (27) 

and (30) it was necessary to use apparatus by means 

of which known field values could be corr:pared v: i th 

the values obtain~c by the use of the formulas. It 

was desirable to have the magnetic field uniform over 

an area sonewhat greater than that of the galvanon1eter 

coil to be used, so that the field intensity might 

actually be a certain number of lines in every square 

centir.-eter over this area. To obtain such a field 

which could at the same time be varied in intensity 

from zero to about fifteen hundred lines, an electro -

rnagnet was used, to the ad,iustable poles of which 

were attached flat parallel pole pieces of cast iron, 

9f di~er.sions 11.9 x 7.9 x 1.65 cm., with an air gap 

of 3 .85 cm. bet •een them. 

io.11 rr.agnet izing cur ents vrere measured or. a 
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riilliarnn:et er of ranpre 0-2 This was connected ir. 

series v;i th an arr~eter of range -5, the milliarnmeter 

being short circuited when current values hi~her than 

0.2 arnpere ere used. The an.r1 eters rere con~~ected in 

series with a storage battery; a rheostat and a revers

in~ switch. The electror.:'agnet was connected to the 

other two bindj_ng posts o· the reversin"" s .. ;itch , so 

that the current rdght be sent throu~h the turr:s of 

the magnet in either direction. This arrangement also 

made it possible to sub,iect the iror1 of the ~agnet to 

any number of cycles of hysteresis, so that any point 

on the r.arnetization curve and therefore a definite 

field strength could be obtair.ed. 

Ir.. the later observations with the da.-r1Lad coil 

· t WA-s rrpractic.:.ble to make a direct comnarison of 

field inter.sities e 0 ch tiT'l.e a dete . nation of one 

particular value of the int.an<>:i ty ··ms made. For thi. 

reason a magnetiz:i.tion curve was first ob ained by the 

ballistic method, using a "snap coil" on the principle 

of the earth inductor for obtair ing the ballistic 

throws for the differ:ant field values. The test coil 
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was rectangular, wovnd on a ... lat plate of ebonite ha"V"i~g 

a groove cut arourd its ed e~ its mean len .i.n a. 4..950 

c . , its mean width 1.830 cm., 'both ein- :mea"'ured on 

a microscope I icroiaeter. On the plate ere woraid 30 

turns of lfo . 4-0 s.s.c. co per ·:ire. he plate as 

mour..ted in a frarre v1hich could ·oe svp 0rted bet· en 

the poles o the ma~net. ~eans o a rubber band, 

the coil co ld be ade to "snap 11 throu -h 180° in a 

smn.:i.l :raction of a second. '"'hro rore the te t coil 

were co:mpar.ad with those fro a utu'3.l inductance coil 

havin a coe icient o 0.017 53 .:t 5 henry; curre1ts 

in the primary of this coil ere e1 ured ith a ·~lff 

potentiometer an a "olff st de.rd resistance. ,,..he 

rciagr ... atization cur e is shown ·in :-i - . 8. From this 

curv" ( dra to a much lar~er scale) 1e e obtained 

the v lue of H ith which the inten ities 

by the damped coil ethods ere comnared. 

me sured 

he reliabil-

ity of the ·alues obtained ro the curve depend to 

and a gre t e4tent upon the accuracy o, the 

the ooservation 1 errors in reading the a 

et er 

ter . 
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uncertainty arises frorr the fact that the "constant" 

of a ballistic P:alvanorneter .,.~aries somewhat with the 

mai:,n.i-':;1~d.e of the throw, and the character of this 

variation is not knovm; the "constants" as determined 

by three different methods also show a variation amon12: 

themselves. he probable errors of.the values taken 

from the curve, correspondin~ to the readings of the 

magnetizing Clrrents, are for the reasons mentioned, 

not less than01.i+%, may be as great as o.6ct, and for 

very low field values may be much 111rger. As will 

be seen from the curve, zero field between the poles 

of the magnet was obtained by passing a "deroagnetizing" 

currer1t through the turns of the electroma,1.;r1et after 

if ~ad been subjected to several reversals of magnet

ization. This current had a val1~e of 0. 0922 amp. , as 

determined from a large number of observations. 

The quantities in equations (27) and (30) \ti::..ch 

are constant throu~hout the determinations were first 

rneasureo . The mensuremer1ts were made with a Leeds & 

forthrup galvanometer coil . The resista.nce of the 
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coil was 'measured by 1neans of a Wheatstone 1 s bridge - ' 
the value found beinp.: 121. 7 ohms. The number of turns 

given by the manufacturers is 395, but since one terminal 

is at the top and the other at the bottom of the coil, 

thjs number is in error by plus or minus five-tenths 

of a turn. The dimensions of the coil were measured 

on a micrometer microscope, an average of twelve read-

ings for each dimension giving as its mean length 

~.853 cm., and as its mean width 1.696 cm. The moment 

of inertia of the coil was determined by comparing its 

period with that of a brass disk, each in turn suspend-

ed fr0Yj1 the same fiber -- a 1.5-mil phosphor bronze 

strip. The brass disk was accurately turned. Its 

mean diameter was found to be 2.000 cm., its mean 

thickness o . 209~ cw. On the axis af the disk were 

mounted , one on each side, two small term~nals such 

as are used on the L. & N. galvanometer coils. The 

tot .11 moment of inerti . of disk and coru1ectors was 

found 'to be 2. 790 c .g .s. uni ts. The period of the 

disk was 3~.25 seconds, tha~ of the coil 36.6~ seconds. 
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a stop viratch which had been rated by comparison with 

the laboratory clock. For both periodic and aperiodic 

methods readings were first taken for the lo~arithmic 

decrement on open circuit; then a resistance was 

connected in series with the coil, ~nd the readings 

for the logarithmic decrement on closed circuit for 

eq. (27) taken. For all logarithmic decrenents an 

avera~e of the values f our.d from fifteen or more 

vibrations of the coil was used. Finally, ~hen the 

field was sufficiently strong, R0 for eq. (30) was 

fourd. 

In order to displace the coil from its null 

posit ion its terminals were connected to the 11 ;alv." 

posts of a Zeleny key which was used with a cordenser 

of 0.5 microfarad capacity and a battery of 4 volts. 

:Sy tapping the key once for strong :'ields and several 

times for low fields a displaceroent of the desired 

magnitude could be ootained. Thts d~splacement was 

kept, as far as possi ble, within the aLgle of 6° 

mentioned in the theoretical development of the ethod. 
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Results of i·easuremer:ts by th·3 Periodic ]'ethod 

The periodic method of eq. (27) was used for 

measuring fields ranginr; in strer..gtJ:1 from a ft!w lines 

up to about fifteen hundred. As has been pointed out 

before, this method is so1'ewhat more useful than the 

ape i:)Ji.c method of eq. ( 30) for the reason that it 

may be applied to fields below which the coil is .iust 

aperiodic on short circuit. Table I is a review of 

the results together with the obser,~tions in a series 

of readings made for .the periodic method. In Fi~. 8 

are plotted the correeponding points. 

For the hi~her intensities the greatest di~ference 

between the values as determined by the periodic and 

ballistic methods is J . t;of,. Since the resul iB obtained 

by the ballistic et.hod is sub,ject to error to even 

a greater exten~than those by the other method, the 

two colu r..s of values cio not show the amo· rits by which 

the results of the new method a.if:er fro m true values; 

but rather, they sho~ that the method of eq. (27) com-
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Table 1. 

i.ragnet- H H 
izing To R, (by eq. (ballistic 
Current 27) method) 

0.0998 7.94-8 .01102 121.7 .01170 3. 4-04- 4-.4 (abt) 

0.1199 7,94-5 .01101 121.7 .02242 14-. 54- 16.5 ( II ) 

0.1885 7,967 .01128 121.7 .1872 57 .o 57 .o 

0.2630 7.974- .01190 621.7 .1277 104-.5 105.7 

0.3320 7.94-8 .01278 1,122 .1399 14-7.4- 14-8.5 

o.4140 7 .890 .014-13 1,622 .171+ 7 199.8 199 .o 

0.5660 7.4-78 .0174-2 3,500 .1708 294-.7 295. 

0.98.30 6.913 .03060 10,000 .2026 54-8.5 54-2 

1.4-21 6.4-28 .04-614- 20,000 .2079 780 770 

1.854- 6.128 .06196 4-0,000 .1800 966 964-

2.350 5.891 .07769 50,000 .2025 1133 114-3 

3.500 5.630 .09800 100,000 .1892 14-00 14-05 

4-.330 5.503 .1068 100,000 .2129 1_528 1503 

----~~~~~~~----------.......... .....-b 
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pares favorably with the ballistic method when applied 

to me~surements of the same quantities. For field 

strengths below thirty lines the ballistic method , 

with the size of the test coil used, is not dependable, 

on account of the very small throws which these .fields 

gave in the determination of the rr.iagnetization curve. 

The damped coil method here presented may therefore be 

relied upon for an accuracy of l~, and perhaps even a 

frac1ior of 1 .1 Individual determinations by this 

ethod with different values of R, agree within 0.1(, 

but this is not entirely indicative of the accuracy 

of the measure1-r,ent, since the same small cor_stant er-

ror rray affect all the determination . 

Application of the Periodic !ethod to a ,'eaH·1reI"'ent of 

the Horizont 1 oT"ponent of the Ea ·th'"' Field. 

As a matter of interest more than in the hope 

---· -- -----
1 . P. White , Phys . Rev. 23, 190~ , p. 390, gives 

an equation for he determination of .iela stren~th 
which may be used for determining galvanometer fields 
to an accuracy of 101 , according to the author. The 
equation is rather difficult of application. 
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of obtaining qvai1t itive results of value, the method 

was applied to the measurement of the horizontal in-

tensity of the earth's magnetic field. The coil was 

suspended in its case with its plane a~proximately par

allel to the direction of the magnetic lines of the 

earth's field. All of the variable quantities were 

determined with great care, and two independent sets 

of rea,dings taken. In the first set the value of /\. - A., 

as obtained from observatj_ons upon fifty conplete Vib-

rations, was found to be 2.53 -6 x 10 : in the second 

set the same quantity had the value3.27 x lo-6. The 

periods were, respectively, 7 .8J10 and 7 . 818 seconds, 

found in each case oy tirr ing 125 ~omplete vibrations. 

R, in both sets had the value 121.7 ohms, or 1.217 x io11 

c.g.s. units of resistance. The resulting values of 

Hare 0.218 and 0.2~7 lines per squ~re ce~tjmeter, while 

the value as found by means of an earth inductor, is 

0.161 lines. Since the coil has a total area of only 

10 cm2 ., the electromotive force induced in it when 

moving at its maxiwuJn an€'ular velocity is extre:r.iely 
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small, hence the damnin.cr, due to the induced current 

when the coil is short circuited is very minute. The 

quant j_ty (A - ;\) therefore is the difference between 

two quantities which are very small and al~ost equal 

in value, so that the probable error in their differ

ence must become very large. The results, of course, 

are of little value. They simply indicate that at 

present the method as a pplied to very weak fields is 

only qualitative, but that possibly it nay be developed 

into one of greater precision. Jore work will be done 

upon this narticular apnlication of the periodic method. 
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Results of Ieasurements oy the Aperiodic Method 

The aperiodic method of eq. ( .30) o;;ives results 

which do not agree nearly so well with the results 

obtained by the ballistic method as those of the 

periodic method. The results in all cases ~re hi2her 

than those by the other two methods, and the deviation 

increases for increasing fields. At 300 lines it is 

about 3.6%, and at 1500 lines 7.2~. The i~dication is 

that magnetic impurities in the coil, to which refer

ence has already been made in this paper, are the cause 

of the difference. Just in what manner the impurities 

affect the quantities which enter into the equation 

has not be.:?n worked out. ]Kore work will be · one upon 

this particular point in the hope of finding why such 

variation should exist. 

A calibration curve could, of course, be drawn, 

er:c. t!...e :ralues obtained by substitution in the formula 

corrected from the curve. For any particular coil this 

might even be practicable, on account o the readiness 
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with which the observations can be made. For galvan

ometer fields, the method may be depended upon for an 

acc;racy of 5~ ithout such a calioration. In vie 

of tl1e fact, however, that the per od · c method gives 

such good results, it is preferable to use thst Method. 

An investi .ation of the disa reement in results 

between the two methods may possibly thro some light 

upon the questio. of ef 'ect of agnetic impu "ties in 

alranometer coils. 
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C) P"ECULIAF.ITJES IN THE :BEHAVIOR OF THE MOVING COIL 

1) Period of the Coil on Open Circuit. 

During the experimental work upon the damped 

coil methods of measuring magnetic f-:.3lds, a number 

of peculiarities in connection with the motion and 

damping of the coil were noticed. The first of these 

appeared in the determination of periods of the coil 

with varying fields. 

It was pointed out by stansfie1d1 as early as 

1898 tha.t the apparent set in the suspension fiber 

il"11"1edjJttely following a deflection of the moving coil 

in a given direction was really due to magnetic im-

purities in the materials of which ti~i;: ·'}oil was con-

structed. The su~gestion seems not to have been gen

erally accep·ted, though others mentioned the same thing2 

several years later. In 1911 a pauer ap-pearec? '\'i:1ich 

1i>hil. lag . 4-6, 1898, p. 67. 
2A. Zeleny, Phys. Rev. 23, 1906, p. 399; White, 

Phys. Rev. 23, 1906, p. 382; Diesselhorst, Zschr. f. 
Instrum1;ntenkunge, 31, 1911, p. 24-7. 

~A. Zeleny, Phys. Rev. 32, 1911, p. 297. 
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treated of zero shift and deflection hysteresis in 

moving-coil galvanometers, and which showed that these 

peculiarities were due to the magnetic impurities which 

exist in all galvanometer C8ils. 

In their respective papers r.ihite and Zeleny call 

attention to the fact that the period of the coil dim

inishes as the strength of the field increases. The 

nature of this variation has been investigated in some 

detail in the present work. 

It was observed that as the field was increased 

from zero to higher values, the period of the coil at 

first increased. The maximum value of the increase 

ca.me at abovt ninety lines per square centimeter; then 

followed a diminution, and at about 180 lines the period 

had practically the same value as at zero field. From 

this point on the diminution in period cont~nues quite 

rapidly, then more slowly. The portion of the curve 

above 180 lines sug ests a saturation curve, and there

fore indicates that the chan~e is due to ma;n-:etic im-

purities. 
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produced the previous maximum magnetization. During 

this whole process the coil was suspended between the 

poles of the magnet; therefore the impurities in the 

coil were sub ,ie ct ed to exactly t"he same process of 

magnetization as the iron of the lliagnet. The result 

was that at zero field the impurities were mai'n"~etized 

in the opposite direction to that which the increasing 

field would have; i.e., the 11 lif-pole 11 of the magnetic 

impurities is nearest the ir pole of he magnet, and 

the s~me is true of the other side of the coil. ow, 

as the field is increased, there is repulsior. between 

like poles. The ma~netic moment of the impurities in 

the coil with the field is acting in the direction 

opposite that of the torsional 'l"'.oment of the fiber 

at every position of the coil. In gereral, the period 

is inversely proportiozal to the square root of the 

torsional mor.ent; if, therefore, the resuJtar..t moment 

is diminished, the period will be increased. After 

a certain field strength has been reached the impur

ities will be magnetized in the same direction as the 
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Table 2 Table 3 

Intensity Intensity 
of Period of Period 

Field Field 

0 7.779 0 7.785 

21.J. 7.801 27 7.765 

51 ( .820 52 7. 729 

81 7 .826 81 7.698 

11_3 7.821.J. 115 7.61.J.3 

151 7.802 lrl.j.. 7.591+ 

205 7.71+8 201.J. 7.501 

311 7.561 313 7.271+ 

l.J.12 7 .31.J.2 4-21 7.055 

523 7.072 526 6.825 

635 6.610 64-5 6 .568 

806 6 .278 817 6.274-

1050 5.937 104-9 5 .885 

1193 5.74-6 1204- 5 .692 

1510 5.412 1515 5.4-ll 
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field; and from this point on the diminution of period 

will be continuous. 

To show that this explanation is accentable . ' 
the following metl.-iod was used. The coil was strongly 

ma~netized in a given direction and removed fro~ the 

field. The mapnet was then put th~ough an half-cycle 

of hysteresis, and the coil replacer. Under these 

conditions the magnetization of the impurities and 

the increasing field will have the same direction . 

It is ther. "to be expected that as the field is in-

creased fro~ zero, the period wjll irmne~iately begin 

to decrease without ~irst rising to a maximum: for 

the resultant magnetic mo~ent i~ ~dded to, instead of 

subtracted from, the torsioLal moment fro the beginning . 

.fith this order of procedure, tr.J set of values of 

Table 3 'l'as obtained, to which corresponds Curve II 

of Fig. 9. The curves of this figure show the pos-

sibility ')f obtaining a c01 plete ''hysteresis curve" 

between r;eriod and field. They show conclusive~y that 

the change iL perio- is due to the magnetic irnp 1rities . 
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2) Logarithraic necrer-e:nt of Coil on Open Circuit 

Table I shows that as the field ircreases, the 

logarit'r.ur.ic decrement on aper. circuit also ircreases. 

To stucy tJ::e ms.nner of variatior, more thorovghly, a 

contim.wus set of readings was taken for fields 'between 

zero and. 1500, both at atmospheric nressure and at a 

pressure of about 0 .5 mm. of mercury. The values so 

obtained, given in Table ~' show that very little of 

the air daniping is due to the kinetic energy acquired 

by the adjacent ~~as cf &ir frow the motion of the 

co il . Practically all of the da~rjng due to air 

results from the vis co si ty, rhich is constar..t oYer 

a great rar,ge o! pressures . 

The values of Table ~are plotted in Fig. 10. 

Tpward froIY 600 li11e =; ~-:re variat :ion in the logar.itr.tinic 

decrerrert is practtcally proportional to the change 

ir. field strength, irhich indicates that for the higher 

intensities of field the greate$t part of the damping 

is due ~,o eddy currents in the wire o: the coil. 
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Table 4-

Intensity Log. Dec. Log. Dec. 
of Atmospheric 0.5 rm 

Field Pressure Pressure 

0 .01089 .0104-5 

151 . 01234- .01153 

4-03 .02305 .02291 

605 .034-58 .03394-

903 .05763 . 5680 

1208 .08008 .07978 

1500 .1088 .1082 
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10. 
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smn 11ARV 

In the foregoing paper the followir.g things are 

presented: 

1. A general review of the theory of the motions 

which a galva.rrorrete:r coil r.:.ay have. An equation is 

gi ~.ren which shows th3. t ir:. a reo dera tely damped coil 

the period is . little affected by changes in the logar

itbn:ic decrement. 

2. A method is given for measuring magnetic 

field ir:.tensiti~s by ffieans of a da~ped coil, the 

theory of which is based upon the general differential 

equation of the motion of a galvanometer coil. Results 

obtair-ed by the da~ped coil method are compared with 

results by treballistic method, and the conclusion is 

drawn from the co:m:parison tha.t the results o btair..ed by 

the method here given may be relied upon for an accuracy 

of 11o. Advantages over the ballistic method are pointed 

out. 

3. An equation is given for finding the size 

of wire to be used in an auxiliary damping rectangle 
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such that the coil to which the rectangle is attached 

shall be critically damped, or nearly so. 

~. An equation is given for findirg the resistance 

of a galvanometer coil by observing its logarithmic 

decrements when knovrli resistances are connected in 

series with it . 

5. A curve is given which shows. that under 

certair: conditions the period of a gal~-anometer coil 

may increase slightly with ircreasirg weak magnetic 

fields. An explanation is offered, and an experiment 

described to show the explanation valid. 

6. An experiment is described which shows that 

practically all the darni;ina when a coil is swir.gir:g 

in air ar.a zero field is due to viscosity of the air. 

In conclvsion I wish to acknowledge my indebted

ness to Professor A.' Zeleny for valuable suggestions 

he has giver. durir..g th·~ course of this ork. 
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